The assessment of the thermal properties of walls is essential for accurate building energy simulations that are needed to make effective energy-saving policies. These properties are usually investigated through in-situ measurements of temperature and heat flux over extended time periods. The one-dimensional heat equation with unknown Dirichlet boundary conditions is used to model the heat transfer process through the wall. In [F. Ruggeri, Z. Sawlan, M. Scavino, R. Tempone, A hierarchical Bayesian setting for an inverse problem in linear parabolic PDEs with noisy boundary conditions, Bayesian Analysis 12 (2) (2017) 407-433], it was assessed the uncertainty about the thermal diffusivity parameter using different synthetic data sets. In this work, we adapt this methodology to an experimental study conducted in an environmental chamber, with measurements recorded every minute from temperature probes and heat flux sensors placed on both sides of a solid brick wall over a five-day period. The observed time series are locally averaged, according to a smoothing procedure determined by the solution of a criterion function optimization problem, to fit the required set of noise model assumptions. Therefore, after preprocessing, we can reasonably assume that the temperature and the heat flux measurements have stationary Gaussian noise and we can avoid working with full covariance matrices. The results show that our technique reduces the bias error of the estimated parameters when compared to other approaches. Finally, we compute the information gain under two experimental setups to recommend how the user can efficiently determine the duration of the measurement campaign and the range of the external temperature oscillation.
Introduction
Concerns about climate change and the effects of greenhouse gases have led to international targets for reducing carbon emissions [1, 2] . One substantial source of carbon emissions is the built environment, which accounts for approximately one-third of global energy consumption [3] . For example, approximately 40% of national energy consumption in the UK is from the building sector. Reduction in carbon emissions from the built environment is, therefore, vital to meeting carbon reduction targets. Carbon emissions from buildings can be considerably reduced through large-scale policies that seek to limit energy demand for space heating and cooling [3] . Accurate predictions of building performance and energy demands are essential to the success of such policies. Specifically, computer simulations of heat loss from buildings are necessary to assess the effectiveness of energy-saving strategies such as retrofit interventions [4] . However, recent works [5, 6, 7] have shown that standard computer simulations of building performance may be unreliable due to inaccuracies from poorly characterized building structures including walls. Energy-saving measures based on inaccurate predictions of building performance may be economically ineffective. Uncertainty in the thermal properties of walls is a primary source of inaccuracy in predictions of energy demand in buildings [7, 8] . The heat capacitance and thermal conductance (resistance) of walls are used in standard heat transfer models as parameters for building performance simulations. Since these parameters of existing buildings are often unknown, the corresponding inputs in building simulations are typically obtained by visual inspection and tabulated values. In most cases, these values do not provide accurate characterizations of the walls of the building under consideration.
The thermal properties of walls can be inferred from in-situ measurements of temperature and heat flux [9, 10, 7] . More specifically, the surface temperatures of internal and external walls denoted as
and {T i ext } N i=1 , are measured at a specified location over time. In addition, the heat flux through the wall,
, is also measured at N equispaced time points. ISO 9869:2014 [11] outlines a simple averaging procedure to determine the thermal transmittance (U-value) from in-situ measurements. With this approach, the R-value (i.e., the inverse of the U-value) is computed directly by
Since the averaging procedure assumes that the thermal mass of the wall is zero or almost zero, the accuracy of the estimate of the U-value will require measurements collected over an extended period of time (often longer than two weeks) [9, 11] . More importantly, the averaging method does not provide a statistical framework that accounts for either the uncertainty in the thermal properties or errors in the measurements. As a result, this method fails to provide a proper quantification of the uncertainty in the estimated U-value of the wall. Recent work has proposed the use of statistical approaches to infer thermal properties from in-situ measurements of temperature and heat flux with simplified heat transfer models. In particular, a standard Bayesian inference has recently been proposed [9] to estimate the thermal properties of walls under the assumption that the heat dynamics of the wall can be described with a simple lumped-mass resistancecapacitance (RC) model. In contrast to the averaging method, the approach in [9] employs an RC network whose parameters include the thermal conductivity and the heat capacity. This standard Bayesian methodology suggests that these thermal properties can be inferred from in-situ measurements based on relatively shorter measurement campaigns than the ones required by the averaging method. While other non-Bayesian statistical methods for estimating thermal properties have been proposed [12] , [9] provides substantial insight into the advantages of using Bayesian inference in building models and provides a motivation for further developments.
Our present work is a special application of parameter estimation for partial differential equations [13, 14] . In particular, we develop and implement the hierarchical Bayesian approach introduced in [15] . Related works on Bayesian inference used for different applications can be found in the literature (see, for example, [16, 17, 18] ). A general Bayesian formulation of inverse problems in heat transfer is also available in [19, 20] . However, we address a problem where the boundary conditions can not be assumed known and a Bayesian approach based on the full likelihood function will not be recommended. Instead, the strength of our approach is to construct data-driven Gaussian priors [15] , treating the boundary conditions as nuisance parameters to be marginalized out, to develop a quick and applicable Bayesian assessment of the parameters of interest. In [15] , this approach was implemented to infer the thermal diffusivity parameter using synthetic temperature measurements in the interior and boundary of the domain. Here, we adapt the methodology to deal with temperature and heat flux measurements that are only available on the boundaries. We provide the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) and the posterior distributions of the unknown parameters. Under the specification of independent uniform priors for the parameters of interest, we first use the Laplace method to produce fast estimates of their posterior distributions [21, 22] . Then, we apply a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling algorithm to assess the accuracy of the approximations obtained via Laplace method. The MCMC simulations, for this problem, support the employment of Laplace method to speed up the computations and estimate information gain values.
Most existing methodologies for inferring thermal properties [9] use forward models that can be derived from simplified coarse-grid approximations (often with 2 or 3 spatial nodes) of the heat equation that describes heat transfer through a wall. These simplified models are often used for the sake of computational expediency in the parameter identification process. However, such simplifications introduce intrinsic modeling errors that may, in turn, result in biased and potentially inaccurate estimated parameters. Alternatively, we use a heat equation with unknown Dirichlet boundary conditions to model the interior temperature of the wall, and we provide a convergence analysis to assess the effect of the discretization error in the Bayesian estimates of the thermal properties. We show that the proposed technique is robust under grid refinement and is, therefore, suitable for any discretization that we may choose according to the computational resources at hand.
In-situ temperature measurements of a wall are often used as boundary conditions for a forward heat transfer model of the wall. In the Bayesian approach in [9] the inference of the thermal properties is made by inverting heat flux observations while using measurements of temperatures for the forward heat transfer model. Only the heat flux measurements are used to construct the likelihood function. Temperature measurements are assumed "exact" and are utilized as boundary conditions for the forward RC model in the Bayesian framework for inferring thermal properties. In contrast, our hierarchical approach accounts for uncertainty in the temperature measurements by treating the nuisance boundary conditions as random functions modeled by Gaussian distributions. As we show in Section 3, failing to account for the uncertainty in these measurements can result in biased and inaccurate estimates of the inferred properties. We also compare our results with those obtained by applying a similar approach to the one in [9] , in which smooth spline fits of the temperature measurements are used as exact boundary conditions.
Standard protocols based on asymptotic assumptions [11] require long measurement campaigns during winter to reduce the dynamic effect of the capacitance of the wall. However, [9] suggests that shorter measurements campaigns may provide similar estimates of inferred parameters to the ones from longer measurement campaigns. Hence, we use the proposed hierarchical Bayesian framework to investigate the effects of the duration and the conditions (i.e., measurement cycle) of the measurement campaign. To this end, we estimate, by Laplace method, the information gain [23, 24] to quantify the duration of the measurement campaign and the corresponding cycle. The proposed approach can then be used to design cost-effective measurement campaigns.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we derive a simulation model of the heat flow process through a wall using the heat equation. Based on simple assumptions, we reduce the model to a one-dimensional heat equation with unknown Dirichlet boundary conditions and write the modeled heat flux as a linear function of the boundary conditions. The Bayesian approach is then introduced; we construct the joint likelihood by assuming Gaussian noise in the heat flux measurements. We also assume that the nuisance boundary conditions are random functions modeled by Gaussian distributions. Under these assumptions, the marginalization of the boundary conditions can be performed analytically. Section 3 includes the description of the experiment conducted at the Nottingham University Innovation Park to collect temperature and heat flux measurements from both sides of a brick wall. Moreover, smoothing time series techniques are applied to the real data to assess the relevance of the measurement error. Example 1 shows how the thermal properties of the wall can be estimated when a deterministic approximation of the nuisance boundary conditions is used. The numerical results of the marginalization technique are then presented in Example 2, where we also study the convergence of the ML estimates of the model parameters and estimate bivariate posterior distributions. In Subsection 3.6, we analyze the robustness of our Bayesian approach by means of bootstrap resampling methods. Finally, we compute the information gain about the model parameters under different experimental setups in Section 4.
Methodology
In this Section, we describe the forward and inverse methodologies used to characterize the thermal properties of walls. We also introduce the heat transfer (forward) model that we combine with the hierarchical Bayesian methodology introduced in Subsection 2.2.
The Forward model
The existing forward models used to infer the thermal properties of walls are based on simplified heat transfer models [9] . Inferring parameters (i.e., thermal properties) from such simplified models can be done in a computationally affordable fashion through standard identification/inference techniques. However, as we stated earlier, this oversimplification of the heat transfer process might lead to modeling errors that are often not incorporated into standard inference approaches. In this Section, we propose a realistic mathematical model to simulate the heat transfer process through a wall using an initial/boundary value formulation for the heat equation.
Heat equation
The heat transport process inside a wall is modeled, in general, by a three-dimensional heat equation on a rectangular prism, Ω. The initial/boundary value problem for the heat equation along the period [0, t N ], with initial wall temperature T 0 and temperature profile T s at the boundary Γ, is given by:
where ρ, c p and k denote the density of the material, the specific heat capacity and the thermal conductivity, respectively.
Here, we consider the specific situation where the wall is surrounded by insulation materials and its thickness is less than its length and width. We, therefore, assume that the wall temperature varies only along the thickness dimension denoted by x. Also, given that the wall is solid, the thermal conductivity is assumed to be constant, k(x) := k. As a consequence, our simulation model consists of a one-dimensional heat equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions. From the solution of the heat equation, we then define the heat flux functions, F int and F ext , which correspond to the model predictions of heat fluxes at the boundary. The model under consideration takes the following form:
where L is the wall thickness, T int and T ext are the internal and external wall surface temperatures, respectively. In our implementation, we replace the thermal conductivity, k, with L R and replace ρc p , with ρC L . Then, we estimate the thermal resistance, R, and the heat capacity per unit area, ρC, which are properties of the wall.
Numerical approximation
In the numerical implementation of the forward heat transfer model, it is simple to show, upon discretization, that the heat flux can be written as a linear function of the initial condition, T 0 , and the boundary conditions, T int and T ext .
Consider the following uniform space-time discretization,
and define the vectors
Then, the discretized heat flux can be approximated by a linear function of the initial condition, T 0 , and the boundary conditions, T int and T ext :
where H, H int , H ext , G, G int and G ext are matrices that may depend nonlinearly on the parameters R and ρC, which, in turn, we infer in the next Subsection. Such matrices are explicitly defined in the Appendix (6.1). In the case in which thermal conductivity is not constant, the previous result can be proved using the finite element method instead of the finite difference method (see [15] ).
In the subsequent analysis, we assume that the initial condition, T 0 (x) (and its corresponding discretization T 0 ), is well approximated by the piecewise linear function
where τ 0 is an unknown constant parameter. The discretized model (2)- (3) can be written as
where F is a non-linear function that arises from the numerical discretization (2)-(3) and the modeling assumption (4).
The Bayesian inverse problem
Assume that we have noisy measurements of the heat fluxes, F int and F ext , at the observation times, t 0 , . . . , t N . We denote these measurements as Q int = {Q 0 int , ..., Q N int } and Q ext = {Q 0 ext , ..., Q N ext }, respectively. Similarly, we assume that noisy measurements of the boundary temperatures, T int and T ext , are taken at those observation times. These observations are denoted by
The objective of the proposed Bayesian methodology is to estimate θ = (R, ρC, τ 0 ) given heat flux measurements (Q int , Q ext ) and boundary temperature measurements (Y int , Y ext ). Whereas the parameters R and ρC are the unknown variables of interest that characterize the thermal properties of the wall, the initial temperature parameter, τ 0 , is also unknown. It must be inferred alongside R and ρC.
The Bayesian approach
We adopt the Bayesian approach in which the goal is to find the probability distribution of the unknown parameters, γ, given the data, namely the posterior distribution, π(γ|data). From Bayes' theorem, the posterior distribution of γ is given by
where π(data|γ) = L(γ|data) is the likelihood function of γ and π p is the prior distribution of γ [25] . In the context of the model defined by expression (5), we can see that the parameters of the model are θ ≡ (R, ρC, τ 0 ) as well as T int and T ext . Once these parameters are prescribed, expressions (2)-(3) determine the model predictions of the heat fluxes. Therefore, the joint posterior distribution of all these parameters is given by
Note that θ is the unknown parameter of interest that contains the thermal properties of the wall. In contrast, the boundary parameters, T int and T ext , are related to noisy measurements. Therefore, these nuisance boundary parameters will be marginalized from the joint likelihood. The specification of the prior distributions of these nuisance parameters is driven by the data by means of the boundary temperature measurements (Y int , Y ext ). As a result, the joint likelihood function will be based only on the heat flux measurements. Nevertheless, by incorporating T int and T ext as unknown parameters in this hierarchical fashion, we are effectively taking into account the uncertainty in the corresponding temperature measurements (Y int , Y ext ). This is a new contribution relative to [9] where the noise in these observations is neglected.
Joint likelihood
To construct the joint likelihood π(Q int , Q ext |θ, T int , T ext ), we assume that the noises of the heat flux measurements are independent Gaussian:
The Gaussianity assumption will be satisfied by the data used in the Bayesian analysis in Section 3.
Under the aforementioned assumptions, the joint likelihood function of θ,
We emphasize that T int and T ext are nuisance parameters that appear in the formulation via the forward model (i.e., the heat equation). A direct approach to eliminating these parameters is to set T int = Y int and T ext = Y ext (recall that Y int and Y ext are noisy measurements of the boundary temperatures) or to set T int = µ int and T ext = µ ext where µ int and µ ext are smoothed versions of Y int and Y ext , respectively. This approach is used in [9] where temperature measurements are considered to be deterministic boundary conditions of the RC model. Instead, we eliminate the aforementioned nuisance parameters by marginalizing them using data-driven priors [15] . This marginalization, which we conduct in the subsequent Subsection, enables us to account for the uncertainty in temperature measurements. As we demonstrate in Subsection 3.5, the marginalization process removes the bias in the inferred parameters, thereby providing accurate estimates and reliable quantification of their uncertainty. Moreover, rather than the simple RC model used in [9] , here we consider more advanced model given by the heat equation introduced earlier.
Marginal likelihood
In this Section, we use temperature measurements to construct the data-driven Gaussian priors. We perform analytical integration to marginalize out the boundary conditions and obtain a marginal likelihood for θ. We assume that the errors related to the nuisance boundary parameters are independent Gaussian with covariances C int,p and C ext,p as follows:
where µ int and µ ext are smoothing splines constructed from the boundary temperature measurements. The marginal likelihood of θ is given by
where Λ 0 , Λ 1 , U, t int,2 and t ext,1 are independent of T int and T ext and explicitly defined in the Appendix (6.2). The marginal likelihood (9) can now be used in the Bayesian framework, summarized in Subsection 2.2.1, to compute the posterior distribution, π(θ|Q int , Q ext ).
Experimental data and numerical results
In this Section, we apply the proposed Bayesian approach to infer the thermal properties of a wall from in-situ measurements of heat flux and temperature collected under controlled conditions. In Subsection 3.1, we describe the experimental setup. The results from the Bayesian analysis are presented in Subsections 3.4 and 3.5.
Experimental setup
Data were collected from an experiment conducted inside an environmental chamber in the Energy Technologies Building, Nottingham University Innovation Park. The chamber consisted of two rooms separated by a 215−mm thick partition wall. The two rooms had internal dimensions of 3.70 × 3.50 × 2.38 m. The data were collected from a 970 × 600 × 215−mm brick section of the partition wall. Heat flux sensors and temperature probes were placed on both sides of the bricks.
The heat flux sensors are Hukseflux (HFP01) sensors with an accuracy of ±5%. The surface temperatures were measured with platinum resistance sensors (PT100) with an accuracy of ±0.1 • C. The surface temperature was taken directly on the wall next to the heat flux sensor. This instrumental setup was replicated on each side of the wall. All the sensors were connected to a DataTaker DT85 data logger and readings were recorded at 1 minute intervals.
According to CIBSE Guide A [26] (Tables 3.38, Figure 1 shows the temperature and heat flux time series, each consisting of 6, 900 measurements, with a recording interval of one measurement per minute. Clearly, these raw measurements are contaminated by unknown noise. To analyze this noise, we use a smoothing spline method to fit a curve to each time series. This approach is based on the reasonable assumption that the real temperature and heat flux, according to the characteristics of the conducted experiment, vary smoothly over time. The noise is then approximated by the difference between the raw measurements and the smooth values.
Smoothing spline method
We assume that the time series y = (y 1 , . . . , y N ) follows the regression model and that i are independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unknown variance, σ 2 . We estimate g by fitting a function to y = (y 1 , . . . , y N ) and adding a penalty measure of roughness:
where λ is the smoothing parameter. There are several methods on how to choose the smoothing parameter, λ (see, for example, [27, 28] ). Here, we consider a cubic smoothing spline estimator for g where m = 2, which is computed by a MATLAB function (CSAPS). We choose λ to minimize the autocorrelation function of the estimated noise.
Data analysis
Figures 2 and 3 show the estimated noise of the raw temperature and heat flux measurements on both sides of the wall. We notice that the estimated noise, especially in Room 1, is not Gaussian. Also, the autocorrelation function of the noise shows strong correlations, requiring the estimation of dense covariance matrices. We therefore consider a non-overlapping moving average of the raw data by computing local averages for every five consecutive measurements, where 5 is the lag of the moving average. The lag 5 arises from the selection criterion that minimizes the total sum of the squared autocorrelation functions of the noise for the four time series. Figures 4 and 5 shows the estimated noise of the moving average temperature and heat flux, where we can see that the estimated noise looks Gaussian for all the time series. Moreover, the corresponding autocorrelations are considerably reduced. We replace the raw measurements shown in Figure 1 with the moving average series and henceforth refer to these series as the data. Meanwhile, the original time series will be referred as raw data.
We distinguish between the moving average series based on their usage. The heat flux moving averages are used in the likelihood functions (7) and (9) associated with noise covariance matrices. Figures 4 and 5 show that the heat flux noises are almost stationary. This property can be tested by using the Ljung-Box Q-test on the two residual series (see [29] ). Test results show evidence to accept the null hypothesis that the residual series are not autocorrelated. Therefore, we need only to estimate the corresponding variance of each residual series which is approximated by the sample variance with zero mean. On the other hand, the temperature moving averages are used to obtain data-driven priors (8) . In this case, we first approximate the mean functions, µ int and µ ext by means of smoothing splines. Then, we choose prior covariances that represent the uncertainties induced by the previous approximation. It is reasonable to assume that such uncertainties will be similar to the estimated noises of the temperature moving averages.
By replacing the original raw time series with the moving average series, we avoid estimating full covariance matrices of long time series which can be a difficult task, fulfilling the assumptions governing the statistical models (7) and (8) . As a consequence, the number of observations is reduced from 6, 900 to 1, 380. 
Numerical Example 1
In this Subsection, we report a numerical example in which we use the Bayesian framework to infer the thermal properties of the wall by following a direct approach similar to the one in [9] in which the boundary conditions, T int and T ext , are assumed to be exact. However, in contrast to [9] in which raw measurements are used, here T int and T ext are approximated by smoothing splines constructed from the boundary temperature measurements. The moving average heat fluxes, Q int and Q ext , are assumed to be Gaussian distributed and uncorrelated. Moreover, Σ int = σ 2 int I, Σ ext = σ 2 ext I, where σ int = σ ext = 0.66, which is the empirical standard deviation of the two moving average heat flux series. In this example, to get a likelihood function of θ, we modify the joint likelihood (7) by removing the dependency of T int and T ext , which are assumed to be known. In other words, the likelihood is given by
Before applying Bayesian inference, we first compute the maximum likelihood estimate and validate the forward model with the raw measurements.
We maximize the likelihood function using a MATLAB function (FMINUNC) with several initial guess points. In the optimization algorithm, the heat equation is solved using M = 60 in the space mesh for each time step, ∆t = 60 seconds. The heat flux functions are computed by equations (14)- (15) Note that the values of R and ρC are well within the range provided by the tabulated values as described at the beginning of this section. We also assess the consistency of such ML estimates by plugging them into the forward model to compare the simulated heat flux with the experimental measurements. Figures 6  and 7 show that the heat flux simulations, computed by using the above ML estimates of θ, are consistent with the data. We now take the Bayesian approach by computing the posterior distribution of θ associated with the likelihood (10) :
To specify the joint prior, π p (θ) = π p (R, ρC, τ 0 ), we assume independence among the parameters and we consider the following uniform priors:
The marginal posterior densities of R, ρC and τ 0 are obtained by using the Laplace method and a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling algorithm. The Laplace method provides a Gaussian approximation of the posterior distribution of θ as follows:
whereθ is the maximum a posteriori (MAP) probability estimate of θ and H(θ) is the inverse Hessian matrix of the negative log posterior evaluated atθ [21, Chapter 4] . We used the random-walk Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (1) to generate MCMC samples (see [30, Chapter 6] and [31] ). We ran the MCMC chain 101, 000 times, with a 1, 000−iteration burn-in period and every twentieth draw of the chain kept. Figure 8 shows that the Laplace method provides a very accurate approximation of the three posterior densities when compared with the simulation-based posterior densities. The marginal posterior densities of R and τ 0 are highly concentrated around their respective modes. 
Numerical Example 2
In this example, we incorporate uncertainty in the observations of T int and T ext and we apply our proposed hierarchical approach to characterize the posterior distribution of θ that arises from the marginalized likelihood (9) . More precisely, we assume that the nuisance boundary conditions, T int and T ext , are modeled by the Gaussian distributions introduced in (8) , where µ int and µ ext are the smoothing splines constructed from the boundary temperature data and we let C int,p = C ext,p = (0.01) 2 I using the estimated noises of the moving average temperature series. The initial condition is approximated by the piecewise linear function (4) using the initial surface temperature measurements. Similar to Example 3.4, the moving averages, Q int and Q ext , for heat flux are assumed to be Gaussian distributed and uncorrelated with Σ int = Σ ext = (0.66) 2 I.
The ML estimates of the components of θ corresponding to the marginal likelihood (9) and 10, where the boundary conditions are sampled from One of the main contributions of our work, relative to existing Bayesian approaches that infer the thermal properties of walls, is that we use the heat equation to describe heat transfer through the wall. Analysis of the effect of the space-time discretization (∆x, ∆t) on ML estimates of the components of θ is, therefore, necessary. We determined that the convergence of the ML estimates is quadratic with respect to ∆x and linear with respect to ∆t as shown in Figures 11 and 12 , respectively. We also study the effect of the initial condition approximation by estimating the thermal properties and comparing the corresponding Akaike information criterion (AIC) for different initial conditions. The smallest AIC value indicates the preferred model among possible models [32] . Table 1 shows that the piecewise linear approximation of the initial condition is better than linear and higher order approximations. We now consider the Bayesian approach using the marginal likelihood defined in (9) with the following uniform priors:
R ∼ U (0.17, 0.36), ρC ∼ U (234000, 431000), τ 0 ∼ U (5, 25) .
We again obtain the corresponding marginal posterior densities by the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling algorithm (Algorithm 1) and by using the Laplace method. Figure 13 shows the estimated marginal posteriors for R, ρc and τ 0 . The Laplace method and the MCMC technique provide very similar estimated marginal posterior densities. Also, Figures 14 and 15 show the correlation between the thermal resistance, R, and the heat capacity, ρC. In Figure 16 , we compare these marginal posteriors with the ones obtained in Subsection 3.4 where the boundary parameters are assumed to be deterministic. The direct deterministic approach provides over-concentrated posteriors and relatively biased MAP estimates. On the other hand, the marginalization approach incorporates uncertainties into the nuisance boundary parameters, thereby producing realistic posterior densities. We also analyze the effect of the initial condition approximation by comparing the marginal posteriors of the thermal properties. Figure 17 shows that the posteriors of R and ρC are very similar under three different initial conditions. 
Robustness analysis
To assess the robustness of our Bayesian approach, we consider a subsampling method that generates variability intervals for R and ρC. First, the raw time series is divided into consecutive, non-overlapping subintervals of length . Then, we resample the original time series in which subsamples of size b are drawn from each subinterval. The local average is computed for each subsample to filter the sampled time series. We use smoothing splines to model the boundary temperature parameters. We then use our Bayesian approach under the same uniform priors used in Examples 3.4 and 3.5. By repeating this procedure, we obtain several MAP estimates. We summarize the variability of these estimates by means of boxplots. The subsampling procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2. Figures 18 and 19 show the variability intervals obtained for R and ρC using the subsampling algorithm that draws b observations randomly from each subinterval of size . In Figure 18 , we use = 5 and compare the variability between drawing 4 and 3 observations. Clearly, the uncertainty increases when small subsamples are used. Similarly, Figure 19 shows the difference in variability between sampling algorithms that randomly draw 8, 7 and 6 observations from each subinterval. In general, the variability intervals include our MAP estimate of θ obtained in Example 3.5. These intervals are within a reasonable range. Such results ensure the robustness of our Bayesian methodology in estimating the thermal properties of a wall. 
Information gain
In a Bayesian framework, the utility of an experiment can be measured by the so-called information gain (relative entropy) function, which is defined by the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the prior density function, π p (θ), and the posterior density function, π(θ|Q int , Q ext , ξ):
where ξ is the experimental setup [23, 24] . We first consider an experimental setup that describes the duration of the measurement campaign. We use the Laplace approximation to compute the information gain for overlapping increasing time intervals. into the Bayesian inference. However, we observe that after 5000 minutes, the rate of increase of the information gain slows, indicating that the collected measurements provide reliable information on the thermal properties of the solid brick wall. We introduce another experimental setup by considering the external temperature oscillation. Figure 21 shows how data are partitioned on the basis of the detected external temperature cycles in Room 2. We estimate the information gain for each cycle, and the results are summarized in Table 2 . Cycles 1 and 3 are ranked as the most informative in terms of the Kullback-Leibler divergence, while Cycle 2 is the least informative, although Cycle 4 has the shortest duration. From these results, we can deduce that larger temperature oscillations bring more knowledge to the inference about θ, suggesting that steady state conditions cannot be used to infer the thermal properties of the wall. Table 2 : The estimated information gain from the detected external temperature oscillation cycles.
Summary and conclusions
Our goal is to advance the mathematical modeling of the thermal properties of walls through statistical inference when in-situ measurements of surface temperatures and heat flux are available. Existing approaches are based on simplified models [9] . Our approach uses the heat equation as a forward model to describe the heat dynamics of the wall. Moreover, our statistical methodology uses a marginalization technique that includes uncertainty in the temperature measurements, which are often incorporated as exact readings. We are thus able to achieve high error reduction and remove the bias due to the measurement error in the boundary temperature readings. Experimental data collected under controlled conditions demonstrate the utility of our method. To apply our methodology, we consider preprocessing techniques that are carefully chosen to fulfill convenient model assumptions. Consequently, we reduce the noise inherent in the experimental data and simplify the computations.
We considered two main numerical examples. In the first example, we explored a deterministic approach in which smoothed temperature measurements are used as exact boundary conditions. In the second example, we removed this deterministic constraint by modeling the nuisance boundary conditions as Gaussian random functions that are then marginalized analytically. In both examples, we derived the ML estimates of the thermal properties of the wall and the approximated posterior densities of such parameters by the Laplace method and the random-walk Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. We remark that, in both examples, the two techniques for the approximated Bayesian inference produce similar marginal posterior densities for the physical parameters of the wall. Based on that, one can use the Laplace method to obtain fast and efficient results and avoid costly MCMC simulations. We emphasize that the numerical results show that the utilization of our marginalization technique considerably reduces the bias error of the estimates of the model parameters, in contrast to when boundary conditions are assumed to be deterministic. Moreover, our estimates of the thermal resistance and the heat capacitance of the wall are consistent with the corresponding tabulated values for the wall under examination [26] . We carried out computationally intensive experiments to analyze the convergence of the MAP estimates, which are computed with the numerical solver when the space step, ∆x, and the time step, ∆t, are small. Besides, we have checked the robustness of our Bayesian inference in estimating parameters of the heat equation model, using the design and the application of subsampling algorithms with different subinterval lengths and subsample sizes.
Finally, in the Bayesian framework, we use the Laplace method again to estimate the information gain when the experimental setup consists either of the duration of the measurement campaign or the amplitude of the external temperature oscillation cycle. In this way, we can make recommendations on how to plan an efficient experimental design. Our numerical results indicate that a period of about 3.5 days is sufficient to gather data that allow the physical parameters of interest to be inferred with a high degree of accuracy. Moreover, our analysis shows that data corresponding to the oscillation cycles, which are characterized by a considerable variation in the temperature range, are informative. Our approach allows us to determine the optimal duration of the measurement campaign and the temperature oscillation cycle, both of which are valuable to practitioners. On the contrary, standard methods have required that data should be collected for two weeks, during the winter, such that large oscillations in temperature be avoided [11] . The numerical examples reported in this work, applied to experimental data, indicate that our approach provides an accurate and robust methodology for inferring the thermal properties of solid brick walls, as well as for determining optimal experimental conditions for cost-effective measurement campaigns.
Let us introduce the following notation: T m,n = T (m∆x, n∆t), T int (n∆t) = T int,n and T ext (n∆t) = T ext,n . The backward Euler discretization of the heat equation in the interval, (n∆t, (n + 1)∆t), is given by
where η = The discretized system (12) can be written in a matrix form as
where a Applying recursively the previous relation, we derive
T int,k B n−k+1 a + ηλ n k=1
T ext,k B n−k+1 b . Now, we approximate F int and F ext using forward and backward differences with second-order error:
By defining the vectors c as follows:
• the matrix H has the row vectors H i = .
Marginal Likelihood
From equations (6), (7) and (8), the joint likelihood kernel of θ is given by Let U include any term that is independent from T int and T ext ; that is: By integrating first with respect to T int , the marginal likelihood of θ and T ext is proportional to the product of a factor that is independent of T int and the term (2π) N/2 |Λ 0 | 1/2 exp By integrating with respect to T ext , the marginal likelihood of θ is proportional to the product of a factor that is independent of T ext and the term (2π) N/2 |Λ 1 | 1/2 exp 1 2 t ext,1 Λ 1 t ext,1 .
